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Manufactured by The Foundry®



TRANSFORM YOUR HOME WITH NATURE-INSPIRED HUES
Our 7" Architectural Shake is the perfect combination of organic cedar beauty 
and high-performance strength, impeccably presented in four new coastal colors. 
Whether you choose pristine Cottage Yellow or light and airy Sea Mist, this 
delightful colorful palette imparts the distinctive character and casual elegance  
of classic seaside homes. 

EASY-CARE ELEGANCE
Architectural Shakes are created with molds taken from actual cedar shakes to 
ensure a realistic cedar appearance that’s built to withstand challenging weather.

The natural cedar beauty of this premium panel is equally matched by its 
durability. The heavy-duty siding is manufactured with man-made material 
that won’t crack, fade, buckle or rot. This highly resilient finish requires less 
maintenance than other exterior claddings, which means you’ll spend less time  
on upkeep and more time enjoying life. Simply rinse occasionally with water  
from a garden hose to remove most airborne dust and dirt and restore the  
siding’s fresh-looking appearance.

VALUE-ADDED ENERGY SAVINGS†

Architectural Classics, when used with Fullback® Siding Insulation, can help save 
energy, reduce utility costs and create a more comfortable home environment. 
The contoured insulation is custom cut to fit behind the siding, providing a 
powerful thermal barrier against energy loss and enhancing the siding’s durability 
and appearance. Adding insulation to the exterior of the home also helps lessen 
outside noise for a more peaceful interior.

INVESTING IN YOUR HOME
For many people, a home is a substantial 
investment, as well as a source of personal 
pride. Architectural Shakes siding will provide 
a beautiful, low-maintenance finish while also 
enhancing the curb appeal and resale value  
of your home.

Coastal colors are also available in our Coventry  
by Alside® Double 5" Clapboard siding for greater  
design options.

7" Traditional Shake  
Roughsawn texture
Full-length nailing hem
4 coastal colors 
Lifetime limited warranty* 

QUICK SPECS:
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Note: Available in Architectural Classics 7" Shake only. Not offered in all areas. See your Alside Sales 
Representative for details.

COLOR COLLECTION

BEAUTIFULLY CURATED COASTAL COLORS
The Authentic Look of Hand-Split Cedar Shakes

— A R C H I T E C T U R A L  C L A S S I C S ® —

Sea Mist Dune Grass Cottage Yellow
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